
 
 
 

 
Well-being for the office or home office – The new medisana  

“Office Line” starts with two wedge-shaped heat cushions 

 

Neuss, 11.02.2021. Currently, our everyday life is mostly happening digitally: we are working 

from home, holding online meetings instead of face-to-face, and even our children are 

attending remote lessons in front of the computer. As well as spending time in front of 

computers, laptops etc., we are also moving much less than usual, or at least most of us are. 

And our workplaces at home are usually not ergonomic either. With all the unwanted and 

undesirable consequences for our health. The new Office Line from medisana addresses these 

issues, offering heated health products that are equally suited to the office or working from 

home. The Office Line from medisana is being launched with two new heated wedge cushions, 

the OL 300 and OL 350, which recently received the Plus X Award in the High Quality, Design, 

Ease of Use, Functionality and Ergonomics categories. 

The medisana OL 300 heated wedge cushion is a wedge-shaped heated cushion designed to 

improve your sitting posture. It offers 2-in-1 use either as a seat cushion or, when positioned 

vertically, as a lumbar support cushion, providing pleasant warmth and health benefits 

whether you are in the office or working from home. The advantage of heated wedge 

cushions: they actively stimulate the back muscles, promote blood circulation and prevent bad 

spinal posture. The easy-to-use heating feature allows you to choose from three different 

temperature levels via the practical integrated control panel, thereby ensuring the perfect 

sensation of warmth. The pleasantly soft foam core and removable, washable cover guarantee 

superior comfort. The OL 300 heated wedge cushion also has an extremely reliable safety 

system with overheating protection and automatic switch-off after 180 minutes.  

The medisana OL 350 heated wedge cushion is equipped with the same practical features as 

the OL 300, but also has a removable, height-adjustable back cushion for additional lumbar 

support. And it is no problem if you want to use the cushions in various workstations, because 

thanks to their side grips, both models are extremely portable and easy to move. 



The medisana heated wedge cushion OL 300 is available at the price of € 79.95 RRP and the 

heated wedge cushion OL 350 for € 99.95 RRP in specialist shops and at www.medisana.de. 

The Office Line will be expanded to include further products later this year. 

 

medisana is one of the leading specialists in the home healthcare market. For over 35 years, the 

German company has been committed to the health of people with the motto “Your health in good 

hands”. medisana is a pioneer in the trend of mobile health management and provides future-oriented 

products for modern everyday life in an increasingly networked world. In the field of massage, the 

company based in Neuss is the German market leader. medisana develops, markets, and sells products 

related to mobile health, health monitoring, wellness, sport, personal care, therapy, and healthy 

homes to health-conscious consumers around the world. 
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